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Canon
uniFLOW V5.4
Outstanding Output Management Platform

The uniFLOW V5.4 product family has been honored
with a prestigious Pick award as “Outstanding Output
Management Platform” from the analysts at Buyers
Lab (BLI) thanks to the platform’s many strengths,
including its…
• Modular nature with a wide range of functionality
including print management, job accounting,
secure printing, mobile printing, fleet
management, document capture and routing
and more
• SmartClient architecture reduces print-related
network traffic and number of print servers
required in an organization
• Capability to manage print and scan workflows
in a single integrated solution
• Deep integration with PRISMAdirect used in print
rooms
• Excellent document security features and
extensive integration with enterprise information
and EHR systems

Organizations striving to get a handle on their document imaging activity will often
wind up with multiple solutions to address cost accounting, print management,
mobile printing, fleet management, document capture/routing and other needs.
But such an implementation can be cumbersome, with multiple software packages
running on various servers, each requiring different administration tools and ongoing management from IT personnel. The uniFLOW platform, developed by NT-ware
Systemprogrammierung GmbH and sold exclusively through Canon and approved
resellers, addresses all of these needs—and much more—in a comprehensive,
modular offering.
uniFLOW delivers all the output management features one would expect of a worldclass product, including job costing and accounting (with multilevel cost-center
allocation for unlimited number of clients), support for locally connected printers,
rules-based job re-routing, secure printing, convenient pull-printing, and advanced
enterprise-level mobile print functionality. The uniFLOW Capture document scan-
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ning/processing/routing capabilities include wizard-driven creation of scan workflows to
scan to popular cloud destinations plus full-text OCR, zonal OCR and barcode recognition capabilities to enable feature-rich scan workflow opportunities. The uniFLOW Workflow
Engine allows the tailoring of print and scan workflows to specific customer needs.
“The uniFLOW platform continues to evolve in directions we would have never anticipated,”
said Jamie Bsales, Director, Office Workflow Solutions Analysis at BLI. “In addition to the
online and small-business editions, the company has rolled out seamless support for production-level devices for customers’ in-plant printing department, the imageWARE Secure
Audit Monitor Express module for maintaining the security of sensitive documents, and
integration with leading EHR systems so healthcare users can employ the uniFLOW capture
module to deliver data directly to those repositories. The possibilities for the platform seem
nearly limitless, which means customers will continue to reap the value of their investment
well into the future.”

About BLI Pick Awards
With its annual document imaging solutions Pick awards, BLI gives special recognition to the software products that provided the most outstanding performances in BLI’s
unique evaluations. Software products submitted for testing undergo an in-depth handson review that focuses on key attributes for a solution’s target market and compares
how well the product stacks up against leading competitors. Pick winners rise above
the competition in key areas such as feature set, ease of use, ease of administration,
software integration, and value. Consequently, a BLI Pick is a hard-earned award that
buyers and IT directors can trust to better guide them in their acquisition decisions.
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